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Our Expertise, 
Your Peace of Mind  

Conduct quick and 
hassle-free information security 

risk assessments with vsRisk

 Developed by leading information security specialists, vsRisk 
delivers consistent, compliant and repeatable results 

that you can’t achieve with a spreadsheet.

This Cloud-based tool follows a proven process to ensure compliance 
with ISO 27001, and can reduce the time spent 

on risk assessments by up to 80%.

Start your 30-day free trial

Top 10 risks you should 
include in an information security 

risk assessment
Every organisation faces unique challenges, so there is no single, definitive 
list of risks that you can work from. However, some threats are so common 

or so dangerous that all organisations must account for them.

Social engineering

This is the act of manipulating people into performing 
actions or divulging confidential information for malicious 
purposes. Phishing emails are the most common example.

Unauthorised network access

Organisations must regularly check for vulnerabilities in 
their systems that could be exploited by cyber criminals.

For example, you might have unpatched software or a 
system weakness that allows a crook to plant malware.

Electrical outage

There is always a risk that your premises will suffer an 
power cut, which could knock your servers offline and stop 
employees from working.

If you can’t fix the problem quickly – or find a workaround 
– then you’ll be unable to access sensitive information for 
hours or even days.

Disclosure of passwords

Passwords are intended to prevent unauthorised people 
from accessing accounts and other sensitive information
When employees use easily guessable phrases or leave 
passwords lying around, it makes it easy for wrongdoers to 
break into your systems.

Maintenance error

Sometimes weaknesses can be introduced to systems 
during routine maintenance.

This might happen if an update creates a vulnerability or 
if you accidentally disable your password protections on a 
database. 

Infrastructural damage

There are many ways your infrastructure could be damaged.

For instance, someone could vandalise your property or 
sabotage systems. This is most likely when a disgruntled or 
former employee has access to your office.
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Malfunctioning equipment

Sometimes things go wrong without an obvious reason. 
Computers or other equipment are liable to break from 
time to time, which could make sensitive information 
unavailable.

Theft

Your information is far more likely to be stolen if it is 
routinely taken off-site, such as staff bringing paper 
records home or travelling with work laptops.

Destruction of records

There is always a chance that records – whether physical or 
digital – could be rendered unavailable. This might occur 
when paper files are damaged or digital files are corrupted.

Weather events

Natural disasters and other weather events can cause 
damage and disruption.

This ranges from catastrophes such as hurricanes or 
floods to problems such as power lines being severed and 
employees unable to get to the office.
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